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Several members of the Barren 
College community were ex -
tramely active myesterday's rally 
at Board of Higher Education 
Headquarters at 80th Street and 
Tbrfc; Avenue. The rally wait 
concerned with the trouble at 
"""" University in which two 
'M'h^$d^'8&M&'> • Therally was sparsely attended, 
&^>, w ^ i m a tfae with only approximately 200 
and 
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unanimously in favor or a rrrmtmnrrtnr nf^turiruli iiiinlifil Ty Wr lifflii j i lt ailjiiliihili IIUMH 1! ^ 
resolution supporting students at in the strugglefor human rights and faculty "' ' ' *"'"'*'" 
- - - • - - ' - of Tonisinnn wttmn theeaaei — —- - - - - -
in t&eiratrtti&ae for human lights, The UnrreraHyStotot Senate of 
' the dy ings of me CStrUnivers^^New York in tJeiiiinii^^^ 
in tfiis struggle.v<pTen4|ry^ii^ -hereby ••;'•• ,j&jfefuffi"i'<^ --•-
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troduced hy Jamea Williams, v : ; 
Senate delegate from €»y College, I t will use i U political^ 4. 
and Louis R.. Riverav Executive organirational, et aV resources to ments in 
Wee Pi-esident of City -College's promote^&e^M^mami^^^tnt - movement of 
student government, states: student population in ttietr ex- each campua•'•'••-»;^-^»saa«aa-&-------- - ^ 
To demonstrate our solidarity a s pression of solidarity with the University in whatever 
students with the stedent com- students of Soiithern Universiry m manner f e a s i W e / 
munity of the Southern University their (Southern University 5 . We shall, as a body, com-
comptex inthe state of Louisiana; students) quest for student- plement the contributions drive " /• 'v'^ 
To act-in condemnation of the s' shaman ri^its, and, being made to help the flow* of '^!IPM 
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ma Alpha Introduces AISEC 
Sigma Alpha introduces AISEC 
(International Association of 
Economic and Management 
Students) to Baruch students on 
Thursday, November 30 in Room 
204B, 24th St. Building, at 12:00 
P.M. 
Mr. Steven Kendler will be on 
hand to inform how students can 
become involved in this unique 
association of concerned students 
with the formation of our own 
Baruch chapter, and all its 
benefits. 
AISEC, founded in 1948,.:is ^a 
completely student organized, 
student supported, and student-
lead non-profit a-political 
organization that operates in 53 
countries and on nearly 400 
campuses including all Ivy League 
schools. It has become the largest 
organization of its kind in this 
country. 
It's primary objectives are: 
Encouraging management to 
apply its resources and skills to 
alleviate social problems. 
Complementing theoretical 
education with practical ex-
perience and insights into the 
economic, political, and social 
environments in which 
management operates. 
To aid the economic and social 
development of the world. 
Increased dialogue and co-
operation among managers, 
students, and academics. 
Its major activity is the ex-
change of people between member 
countries on a work-traineeshlp 
basis. Trainseeships are usually 
during the Summer months. Each 
student receives a stipend suf-
ficient to cover expenses, and 
housing, visas, and a reception 
program is provided for the 
students.' 
Anyone interested in finding out 
more about this unique program, 
should attend the meeting, • or 
contact Sigma Alpha at his con-
venience. 
AISEC also offers other 
programs for students including a 
Washington Study Tour, recep-
tions, seminars on topics of in-
terest to its members, and 
weekend retreats. 
Dr. William (Jrollman 
POW Braclets Being Sold 
Today there are more than 1500 
men listed as P.O.W. or M.I.A. 
from the war in Southeast Asia. 
The overwhelming majority of 
these men, approximately 1300, 
are listed as M.I.A. In light of the 
strong possibility of a cease fire in 
cease fire did not contain a clause 
for the accounting of M.I.A.'s. 389 
men have been proven by our 
government to have been captured 
byjtbe North Koreans, but for the 
past 18 years the Communists have 
refused to discuss this matter and 
Vietnairi arising, Americans must consequently we will never learn 
the fate of these men. Can we let (Accounting Dept) is an alumnus now ask themselves if they are 
of AISEC, and has taken part in willing to allow these men to be such an atrocity happen again? I, 
their traineeship program. forgotten. We did forget once not speaking as an American, but 
f All Students and faculty are before you know. At the close of the as a human being must say no. It is 
cordially invited to attend. Korean Warthe agreement of the onty humane and decent that all 
Hew Star Goes To Africa 
North To Kumasi 
In t^h* liM e early morning, before the 
lizards and the frogs awake, the 
sun rises, warming the red fertile 
African soil. Like the sun, the 
Africans rise very early in the 
morning* for there is much work to 
be done each and every day. All 
throughout West Africa I found 
there is a tremendous amount of 
contraction going on. Construction 
and maintaining an adequate food 
supply seem to be the chief con-
cerns of the African leaders. It is a 
long hard struggle for the African 
nations as they slowly climb the 
ladder-to leadership in the world of 
super giants. But for now I am 
going to leave the promising world 
of the future for Africa and go to a 
part of its glorious past. 
Knmasi is the ancient capital of 
Ghana. It is here where kings and 
queens ruled a very large part of 
Western Africa. For it is here 
by Geary Greenidge 
where the powerful Ashanti tribe 
Jives. The Ashanti is one of the 
largest tribes in Ghana and 
probably the richest. It' is the 
Ashanti that control the vast 
mineral rights in the region. They 
were the last tribe on the West 
Coast to be conquered by the 
English. The Ashanti war took 
place in 1900. When it was over in 
1901, the great golden stool was 
taken from them as a war prize. 
The Ashanti believe that the stool 
is a gift from heaven and no one 
was permitted to sit on it. When the 
stool was returned * y Queen 
Elizabeth, the Ashantis thanked 
her and promptly hid it away. No 
one that I spoke to is sure of the 
stool's exact whereabouts since it 
is no longer open to public viewing. 
Kumasi is 124 miles north of 
Accra, the present capital. As I 
have said before, traveling in 
! • ^ . - p y j u r ^ i i r < j . > -*4 -_of _- •*-';?ijr. _V«**-t„." 
66 The Editorship Of Ticker" 
are now being accepted 
Anyone interested in running for the 
position. Kindly submit a sealed letter To 
Ticker Association, Box 9C Student Center 
Declarations jtre due by 3:00 p.m. 
Thursday December 14 
Applicants will be required to meet with 
Ticker Association the week of the 18th to discuss 
the necessary requirements for* the Editorship 
and to receive preliminary screening assignments. 
Any questions can be referred to Bob Barrett, 
Editor-in-Chief 
Africa is a battle of space. On the 
state transport buses there are 
seats down the middle of the aisles. 
These seats are the least desirable 
because of their lack of comfort 
and visability. At 11 A.M. we were 
loaded and off. On time. Not all the 
African roads are paved and 
because of the rain and other 
natural factors they have 
numerous pot holes. Despite road 
conditions, my friends and I had a 
very comfortable ride. 
Upon our 3 P.M. arrival at the 
Kumasi bus depot, we again saw 
people whom we had first met in 
Accra. They told us that everyone 
from the University of Ghana was 
staying at the University of 
Science and Technology just 
outside the city limits. When I 
asked them where they were off to 
they said Takoradi on the coast. 
We then caught a cab and headed 
for the University. 
Kumasi University is laid out 
y suunarrty to tne University of 
Ghana. We were assigned to 
Liberation Hall with the rest of the 
Americans that had arrived from 
Accra. Liberation Hail is a three-
story compound in the middle, of 
the campus and in the middle of 
everything. We were not too far 
from the banks, supermarkets and 
swimming pool. The only problem 
was that we were far from the 
main gate but the beauty of the 
dorm made up for that. Each 
person had his own room and 
terrace. The meals were served 5 
times a day—three regular meals 
and two snacks. The showers were 
cold but clean and well kept. The 
university seems to be quite new 
and very modern. We arrived just 
in time for dinner.. 
POW's be returned to their 
families and all MIA's be ac-
counted for to- the family and 
friends of these soldiers, at the 
close of the war. 
VTVA, a non-partisan and non-
political organization has taken a 
big step in that direction. They 
need our help. The Carolan Guard, 
Boosters, the Newman Club and 
other Baruch organizations have 
recognized our obligations to this 
cause. Beginning Monday, 
November 27, POW bracelets are 
going on sale in the Student Center 
Lobby. There will also be 
thousands of pieces of literature, 
petitions and buttons available for 
anyone interested in this wor-
thwhile cause. Any individuals who 
feel they would like to help us with 
this drive will certainly be 
welcome. In any case show you 
_ care—wear a POW bracelet. 
Chanukah 
Celebration 
YAVNEH, HILLEL, JDL, 
HEBREW and YIDDISH CLUBS, 
and the JSU will be co-sponsoring 
the candle lighting of the Chanukah 
Menorah on November 30, in the 
cafeteria on the tenth floor of the 
Main Building. There will be a 
Chanukah party following the 
candle lighting with singing and 
dancing, playing dreidel, and 
refreshments. Since it cannot start 
prior to the emergence of the stars, 
it is planned to get underway ap-
proximately 6 P.M. The societies 
urge all students and faculty to 
attend. 
YAVNEH will have a forum on 
Thursday, November 30, between 
12—2 P.|£. in room 1013-14. Their 
speaker will foe Mrs.- Esther 
Jungreis , noted speaker «*«* 
author of the Rebbi tan's Viewpoint 
column in the Jewish Press. Mrs. 
Jungreis will speak on 
'CHANUKAH 1972—AN INSIGHT 
IN JUDAISM T O D A Y S Mrs. 
Jungreis has asked that all 
students attend, not only thouse 
who are Jewish, for she feels that 
this topic is relevant to all. 
YAVNEH is a new club that has 
just begun this semester. It wants 
to expand into a larger group and" 
needs cooperation. YAVNEH is a 
Religious Jewish Students 
Association. Their first program is 
in two parts. The first part will be 
Mrs. Jungreis' forum on 
CHANUKAH 1972, followed by the 
Chanukah lighting and Chanukah 
party in the evening. 
h 
Eat Your Hearts Out! 
Booster's 
Cake Sale 
Thursday - Nov. 30th 
10 A.M. — Marble Lounge 
Proceeds Will Be Donated 
To Big Brothers 
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Career Conference 
(Continued from Page 2) 
Oppenheim, Appel & Dixon, CPA 
(second v i s i t ) ; Doubleday & 
Company, Inc. 
Friday, March 2—Anchin, Block 
% Anchin, CPA; Eisner & Lubin, 
CPA (second v i s i t ) ; General 
Foods; N.Y.S. Department of 
Taxation & Finance; Navy Resale 
System Office. 
Monday, March 5—Texaco Inc., 
U.S. Department of Labor; Xerox 
Corporation. 
Tuesday, March 6—Fred Landau 
^ Company, CPA; Arthur Young & 
Company, CPA; Allstate; Texfi. 
Wednesday, March 7—Brout 
Isaacs & Company, CPA; Hurd-
West Indian Club Formed 
By VICKY 
If you were born in a place called 
THE WEST INDIES or THE 
ARCHIPELAGO OF ISLANDS, 
including the Windward, Leeward 
and any adjacent islands, or even if 
one of your parents came from 
there, Jthen your place of 
socializing on Thursday afternoons 
from 12 noon to 2:00 p.m. is at THE 
WEST INDIAN CLUB, in Room 707 
of the Main Building. 
We share the sun, the rain, the 
beautiful beaches, the diversity of 
fruits and nature,s blessings at the 
same time. Therefore, we have 
many things in common with each 
other. This is why we have a WEST 
INDIAN CLUB. 
This club was formed a semester 
ago but within the past four weeks 
it has grown tremendously. WHY? 
Because it is very stimulating. 
Important issues are debated, 
films are shown very frequently 
XAMSAKAI 
about various is lands, and 
members nave the opportunity to 
explore and investigate into their 
neighboring islands' history. Yes, 
we are motivated towards genuine, 
intelligent debates. We also have 
West Indian Music—the rhythm of 
the steelband that makes you feel 
like dancing and to be merry, even 
to \ forget about the tedious 
classwork, plus the hard rocking 
sound of the Jamaican. 
Refreshments are often served, 
and we are planning exciting ac-
tivities for- the upcoming weeks 
and the Christmas Holidays. 
Certainly EXCITING and 
BREATHTAKING- - We are 
young and tender but our foun-
dation is as strong as the people it 
represents and proud as we are tr 
be West Indians. SO WELCOM" 
ABOARD EVERYONE '" 
HEAR 
David Dellingi 
Carlos Feliciano 
l ^ r . 
Speak About The War 
Vietnam At Home 
Thur. Nov 30 12-2 Room 1103 
Baruch Comm. To End The War 
Prof 
John McCarthy 
Fordham University 
will speak on 
"The Crisis In 
American-Irish 
Consciousness" 
Thursday, Nov. 30 at 12:15 
Room T13 
The American 
Irish Society 
man % Cranstoun, Penney & 
Company, CPA; Kenneth 
Leventhol, CPA; Doyle, Dane, 
Bernbach; New York Life 
Insurance. 
Friday, March 9—Aetna Life 
Insurance; Penn Mutual Life 
Insurance; U.S. Internal Revenue 
Service. 
Monday, March 12—Mobil; 
National" Association of Securities 
Dealers; - N.Y.S. Department of 
Audit and Control; Rite Aid. 
Tuesday, March 13—Ernst & 
Ernst, CPA; Johnson, Atwater, 
CPA; Con Edison; Ohrbach's lac. 
.$~. Wednesday, March 14— 
Druckman & Hill, CPA; Abraham 
Sr Straus; Bloomingdale's 
Department Store; Columbia 
Broadcasting System; Morgan 
Guarantee Trust; N.Y.S. 
Insurance Department. 
Friday, March 16—Loeb & 
Troper, CPA; Westheimer, Fine, 
Berger, CPA. 
Monday, March 19—Zayre 
Corporation. 
Wednesday, March .21—County 
of Westchester; Singer. 
Friday, March 23—Kaufman & 
Mendelsohn, CPA;" 
Tuesday, March 27—Home Life 
Insurance. 
Wednesday, March 28— 
Northwest Mutual Life Insurance. 
Friday, March 30—Matt Jaffe 
Associates Ltd. 
Monday, April 2—Burroughs 
Corporation; Burroughs Wellcome 
Company; Stern Brothers; U.S. 
Air Force. 
Any additions to the schedule 
will be posted in the Placement 
Office. 
MEET 
THE ROMOTION Al_ U £ N I US 
W H O ENG INEERED TH E 
AMERICAN SUCCESS OF 
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One of the aims of , Student 
Government (Senate) meetings is 
to deal with the unresolved 
business at hand. Unresolved 
business may consist of anything 
from budget allocations to passage 
of resolutions that express the 
opinion of the Senate on certain 
matters of concern. The 
unresolved business matters of the 
Senate are brought up at the 
Senate meetings by the Chair-
person in an organized order 
specified in the agenda of each 
meeting. The amount of time 
required by the Senate to reach 
decisions on its new or old business 
depends greatly on the amount of 
collective interest and input of 
-each individual Senator. (Not to 
mention the necessity of a quorum 
present to vote on all final 
decisions) 
Son* QMStiM* 
by Zachary Menegakis 
lends to the disgust of the many 
concerned individual Senators that 
have remained till the end. Of 
course many people have 
something else to do and must 
a student is running for an office in 
student government doesn't he run 
on the premise that he will 
represent the electorate 
(students)? Excessive absence at 
Student Government meet ings 
deprives the students of the 
representation they deserve at 
these meetings. There are many 
obligations that are thrust upon a 
member of the Senate. Among 
leave the meeting early because of these obligations are; serving on 
other obligations, but bow about 
those who fail to attend one 
meeting after another? The 
business of a proxy vote has not 
even been resolved, therefore not 
even allowing a proxy to vote for 
the absent Senator on further 
business. All unresolved business 
cannot be voted on at a meeting 
committees and voting on 
business, both of which require the 
physical and cerebral presence of 
each individual senator at Senate 
Meetings. The business of the 
Senate does not consist only of 
budget approvals for the different 
organizations of-Student -Govern-
ment. One cannot help but become 
suspicious of the real goals of 
many Student Government leaders 
off The 
University of New V » r * . 
f S7 Cast •H csmniSB Street, New Y e r * , 
tscsf -by 
Cttom, Tfc« City 
t ies* t» Ticker, 
N .Y^ISSlV—R M « JS7F 
without a quorum thus forcing the 
tabling of the business until the 
If one were attending last week's next meeting. This situation forces when such demagoguery is seen 
meeting of the Student Senate, he the piling up of more old business We can only hope that the Student 
could not help but feel discouraged to the agenda of me next meeting ° * *"" :*'~ *"*' ' 
about the concern of many in addition to the new business 
scheduled for them to begin with. 
What are the responsibilities of 
an elected Student Senator? When 
Staff or- Atfvisery Bearti, ffce 
wn eel 
•ff Ticker. 
• f i n e entire 
Csilese eff the University, 
• f ffce 
Senators as to their interest in 
resolving the business brought 
forth by the Chairperson in the 
agenda. One of the topics in the 
agenda for last week was to deal 
with the problem of non-
attendance by some members of 
the Senate. Unfortunately not 
enough Senators were present for 
the second half of the meeting so 
this problem could not be dalt with. 
When a quorum is suddenly not 
present in the middle of a senate 
meeting; no furthur vote can be 
taken on any business. All of which 
Senate can resolve it's internal 
problems so that it may begin to 
attend to the concerns of the still 
unresolved problems within our 
college community. 
Draft Quest 
Extended Liability 
Extended liability has intruded eligible and so the Selective Ser-
v .? 
Baruch College should be extremely pleased with its 
participation in the Southern University confl ict. 
The show of support a t yesterday's ra l ly , although 
smal l in number, was a credit to our student body. 
I ta ly-
(Continued from Page l ) 
65-year old Leon NetterviHe. 
2. That no merger take place 
between the Southern University 
complex with that of Louisiana 
State University. 
3. That Executive Councils be 
establishedjbetween each Southern 
University campus and State 
into many celebrations given, in. 
honor of the obtaining of a l-H 
classification. People who have 
held certain deferments and then 
for various reasons have been 
classified l-H, the classification 
which is synonymous with 
freedom, have been puzzled when 
they learn that they have extended 
liability to be drafted. If you have 
hesitated the initiation of a 
festivity or perhaps brooded over 
vice makes amends by creating 
extended liability for former 
deferment holders. 
A student who has held a 2S and 
received his 1H, having weathered 
the First Priority Selection Group 
or in possession of a high lottery 
number, has extended liability. He 
is eligible to be drafted till he is 35 
years old. However,- listed below is 
the order of call in which men are 
inducted and it should be noted that 
your unfortunate luck, the time for people in extended liability are 
partying is at hand. An explanation 
of extended priority is long 
overdue.^ 
T h e receipt - of some 
virtually guaranteed no further 
hassles with the draft. 
1. Volunteers, in the order in 
a day oW f r om 
_ classes. If students had taken off 
f r o m classes and not participated in the ral ly/ they 
wou ld have displayed a greedy lack of concern and 
dedication 
Pres ident Wing f ie ld also showed s ign i f i can t 
leadership. He was one of the few college presidents who 
sent a tetter to the Governor of Louisiana and the 
President of Southern University. His excusing students 
f rom classes who wanted to attend, the ral ly demon-
strated his interest in meeting the sants and needs of the 
stuofentjabdy. 
50-23 
The students who organized the 50-23 Club deserve a 
great deal of commendation for their activit ies. Baruch 
needs more students who are creative enough to form an 
organization when their needs are not being met. 
guaran-governance process 
teed. 
4. Call for better food in 
cafeterias along with better 
housing conditions for students, 
library and book store facilities be 
established. 
5. Student input in curriculum 
changes and direction. 
6. Better wages and working 
conditions for cafeteria personnel. 
Currently, cafeteria workers at 
Southern University are not 
working or getting paid; their 
wages are being subsidized 
through contributions from 
students during the course of the 
shutdown. 
-I-This endorsement is inclusive of 
liability forservice to age 35. These 
classifications include 2A, 2D, 2C, 
2S, 3A, 4B, 4F and sometimes ID. 
Men classified IS (a statuatory 
student deferment) or 1Y (men not 
qualified for service except in time 
of war) granted prior to November 
1971 also have extended liability. 
Now what exactly does this mean 
to a person who has held one of 
these deferments? This means that 
because a person held one of the 
deferments his eligibility to be 
drafted extends past the age of 26 
up to the age of 35. Normally, a 
person who received none of the 
above deferments can be drafted 
only up until the age of 26 and then 
his draft file is destroyed and he is 
forgotten by the Selective Service 
Priority .Selection Group Subgroup 
A- (1971) and then Subgroup B 
(1972), within bom groups in the 
order of their random sequence 
numbers. 
3. Nonvolunteers in the First 
Priority Selection Group in the 
order of their random sequence 
numbers. 
4. Nonvolunteers in each of the 
lower priority selection groups, in 
turn, in the order of their random, 
sequence numbers. 
5. Nonvolunteers between the 
ages of 19 and 20, oldest first. 
6. Nonvolunteers 26 and over, 
youngest first. 
7. Nonvolunteers 18 *£ to 19, 
oldest first. 
Except in case of full scale war, 
planned boycotts of classes and me H X ^ ™ * ^ S^t^HSZ m ? ! W ^ ^ ^ K 3 -"? v e r y 
preparation and implementation of 
a "Day of Absence" from classes 
throughout CUNY. 
Dear Ticker: -*^ 
As a concerned student who is 
concerned about all students, I 
would like to compliment you on 
the beautiful job you did wim the 
Southern University crisis. You 
above all the colleges in New York 
had the most progressive edition. 
Ahmad Abdur-Rahman 
THOUGHTS: The Aftermath of 
Decfiuea *1Z 
by Austin AeoceUa 
Since the* tragedy of November 7, 
I have been trying to examine the 
McGovern _ defeat and the 
prospects for change in thfer^  
country. I am now convinced that 
the:- reaction of JMEcGovern at the 
polls had htue to do with the issues. 
two. 
lies in 
o t consciousness of the 
.... _ ^ degree to 
[what is going 
Utters 
on around us. I now believe that 
George McGovern never had a 
chance of being elected president. 
This was not a race between the 
Democrats and the Republicans. It 
was not a race between two dif-
fering socio-economic classes. It 
was a race between two differing 
cultures, the status~quo versus an 
attempt at humanism. 
Mr. Nixon appealed to those who 
fear-challenging the status quo. 
Mr. McGovern represented an 
attempt a t humanism (the 
problem was that it got all tangled 
up with politics.) Obviously, many-
Americans are against change. 
They fear change because they 
don't know how it will affect their 
comfortable world. As far as these 
are concerned mankind has 
Its summit Theologian 
Robert McAfee Brown has said 
mat a man holding four aces is not 
Iflcely to ask for a new deck. 
Walter Lippman has suggested 
that our political behavior is a 
result of what we see the world as, 
not what it really is. Lippman 
stressed the need for educating the 
American society to the reality of 
mankind through an un-
derstanding of thought. Think of 
what Nixon has done to education. 
In his victory speech Mr. Nixon-
again referred to bis majorities, 
the silent majority, the great 
majority, the new majority. It is 
interesting that Mr. Nixon seldom. 
considers a minority. Someone 
should remind him that millions in 
held deferments are experiencing unlikely to be called for induction, 
a kind of fairness measure in mat Questions you may have 
because they held a deferment regarding the draft will be 
they were ineligible to be drafted cheerfully answered by any of the 
for a period of time while those that student draft counselors in Room 
had no deferment were always 307A in the student center. 
Questions to Ponder 
TRUE OR FALSE 
1) Student Government is alive 
and well on the sixth floor of the 
Student Center. 
2) TICKER is the name of the 
clock hanging in the main lobby of 
the Student Center.. 
3) The difference between the 
MEN'S and WOMEN'S rooms of 
this country constitute a minority, the 50th Street Building is that the 
a minority of real Americans with sanitary napkin machines in the 
real needs. It is comforting to know 
that all a citizen has to do to get 
something from the Nixon ad-
ministration is get fifty one percent 
of all Americans to agree with him. 
The hope is that someday men 
will find their way from the false to 
true consciousness, from their 
immediate to their real interests. 
MEN'S room don't work. 
4) Tony writes President Nixon's 
campaign speeches. 
5) You nave to pay your in-
structor $5 for a grade change. 
'MULTIPLE QHOICE 
1) Boosters are a) streetwalkers 
Wednesday, November 29, 1972 
in disguise b) nuns in disguise c) 
men in disguise. 
2) .Clyde Wingfield a*> runs ^ the 
local massage parlor b) is 
president of this school c ) owns this 
school. 
3) A. A. A. a) is a cultural 
organization designed for the 
purpose of enhancing black 
awareness b) the name of a new 
rock group c) is helpful when your 
car stalls and" you-need"a"tbw. 
4) Your academic average is a) 
calculated by the Stat ist ics 
Department b) equal to—c) very 
difficult to figure out 
5) Smoking GRASS is a) against 
the law b) permitted in the Marble 
Lounge on Tuesdays and Thur-
sdays from 12-2 P.M. c) a very 
enlightening experience. -
TICKER 
~*u.^:^.^_ 
V 
David Brihkley here, anchorman of the 
Mass Multi-Media, Inc. coverage of the 
what has been billed the Greatest and Last 
Rock. Festival of all time. Put on by CFD 
Promotions, Inc. the properly named 
"Festival of Death" is taking place in Death 
Valley, the lowest and hottest area in the 
United States, located in Inyo County 
somewhere in southeastern California. 
There seems to be a good turnout—hm, I'd 
say about 5 million young people have 
gathered here for the culmination of their 
heretofore useless lives. As you all know, 
about six months ago the world was shocked 
by the knowledge that within a short time 
the planet would be blown apart by what 
was seemingly an act of the supposedly dead 
and -or non-existent Creator. WelL the time 
has come and one week from now it will, be 
all over. What^s that. Something is going on 
down below on the main stage. Yes I think 
it's finally beginning. 
-(Cut to center stage.) 
Evening folks. Welcome to the CFD 
sponsored "Festival of Death." My name is 
Paul Byhoff, rock concert promoter, rip-off 
artist and general all-around fink. (As one, 5 
million voices scream "Go Home, 
Cocksucker""). Fuck youse all'• You all paid 
$1,000 to have the last time of your 
miserable lives and you'd better enjoy it. A 
few announcements before our first act 
comes on. First off, the betting windows are 
still open for all you suckers who still believe 
that the world is NOT going to end and that 
it's all just a Fascist plot to ruin everyone's 
appetite. Second, I would appreciate it very 
much if you'd stay away from, the Closed 
Circuit Giantv Screens and two hundred foot 
high amplifiers we have provided so that 
none of you will miss a moment of this final 
moment of manking. We've got a lot of 
surprises for you all leading up to this 
Saturday night when the whole place will 
explode in one giant fireball. I hope that 
most of you are still alive to witness that 
catac lysmic occasion one week from 
tonight. It's gotta be the greatest rush 
you've ever experienced: Okay, that's 
enough bullshit for now (from the crowd, 
/'Yeah, yeah, no more bullshnV"). So we 
bring you the Grateful Dead who are gonna 
play a twenty-four hour endurance set for all 
you spaced out freeaks. 
As the crowd roars the Dead are landed in 
iel|QQilter 4UML jaawaaediately^ 
i Intowhat wfll be a two hour rendition 
of 'Truckin*) 
(Cut back to David Brinkley in the Triple-
M control booth) .
€
. 
Fantastic, just fantastic. Look at those 
kids jumping, cheering, screaming, clawing 
at one another, dancing. From where I sit I 
can see hundreds of thousands of heads 
bobbing up and down. At my side is the Head 
of Security and Special Events, Andrew 
Franklin: 
Brinkley: Mr. Franklin, will you tell us 
what kind of security has beden provided by 
CFD, Promotions Inc. 
Franklin: Why not? I have contracted 
with the United States Government for use 
of three batteries of 155 mm. artillery which 
are set up all around the Armagosa Range 
which, as you must know, bounds Death 
Valley on the East. In addition we have the 
82nd Airborne and the 101st Airborne 
Division. There are also 1,000 members of 
New York's Tactical Police Force. And if 
that weren't enough we have on hand the 
Republic of Korea Marines who learned 
their techniques in South Vietnam. We also 
have access to the entire security forces of 
Spain, Portugal, Rhodesia and South Africa. 
I don't forsee too much trouble though. Most 
of these kids will be so spaced out that they 
won't cause much difficulty when the 
crunch comes. We have also fenced off the 
entire territory of Death Valley with an 
electrified chain link fence. 
Brinkley: That's very efficient... 
Franklin: Of course, I arranged it all. 
Brinkley: Hm, yes. In any ~vent, what 
types of special events have you thought up? 
Franklin: Well, I can't reveal everything 
cause then it wouldn't have as much effect. 
However, I can tell you this much: these 
kids aren't ever going to gather their wits 
about them now that this things' starged. 
Every four hours a designated area, 
^elected~by random means wilFbe-deelared 
a "Free-Fire Zone" and, when the sirens are 
blown, everyone in the area will have fifteen 
minutes to move out before our leased B-52 
bombers plaster every square inch of 
ground with anti-personel bombs: And since 
we haven't told them where the minefields 
are...Far out, don't you agree? 
Brinkley: A little extreme isn't it? 
Franklin: They didn't have to come here 
THE OjLfTSipER 
The Greatest and Last Rock Festival 
to die. They could have stayed bome^ But if 
you think "that's good just wait for our in-
ternational cast of entertainment. 
Brinkley: Well, thank you. 
Franklin: Think nothing of it. I l l be 
PJPgPfflg hjjckjnjp explain what's going on. 
After all, it's only Sunday night and it's 
going to be one long week' 
(Cut back tocrowd and center stage. Dead 
are into Casey Jones and crowd is con-
stantly rushing stage only to be cut down by 
'^Screaming Eagle" paratroopers. Sirens 
blast and timer is set. Fifteen minutes later 
the dull thud of bombs' is heard and 
screaming begins. Two minutes later it is all 
over and from a distant corner of the>valley 
phosphorous flares show only a few acres of 
still bodies. A roar of approval goes up from 
the crowd as they realize that they are still 
alive. Throuughout all of this the music has 
never stopped.) 
(Back to Brinkley) 
Well, that was incredible. If it keeps up 
like this it should be one hell of a festival. 
But all those bodies are going to stink like 
hell pretty soon. However, Edwin Newman 
has managed to contact the CFD official in 
charge of sanitation. Ed? 
(Over to CFD Sanitation HQ) 
— Newman: I'm standing here with Jimmy 
CU, the CFD official whose responsibility it 
is to keep the place clean and healthy up to 
the very end. Jimmy CU, just what have you 
prepared? 
Jimmy CU: These kids, I don't know 
what's wrong with them. Why did they come 
all the way here to litter and die and leave 
their bodies for me to clean upr?r Oh well. 
First, we're asking all the kids to cooperate 
by using the free phones to report any of 
their buddies who die or any stray bodies 
they see so that we can get a removal unit 
furnace facilities that cart accomodate up to 
three hundred bodies every hour and if there 
happens to be an overload we can always 
stack the bodies and pour gasoline over 
the^n. So that's no problem. In order to keep 
things healthy we have crop dusters to spray 
disinfectants over the whole valley every 
morning and special C-47s to drop lime over 
the former "Free-Fire Zones." We have 
provided sanitary facilities including 
showers, toilets and sinks all over the place. 
You know, I have a reputation to keep up 
and, even though the world is ending, I want 
to go out shining' 
Newqman: Thank you, Jimmy. I'm sure 
that the whole valley will go out shining. 
Back to you, David. 
(Cut over Brinkley and then to stage 
where Tactical Police are using clubs and 
fire hoses to restrain the exuberant 
audience. After a half hour of music and fun, 
back to Brinkley) 
Hey, this is better than Chicago. You have 
to give those kids a lot of credit. They sure 
can take it : I saw one young man hit full in 
the face by a club and still come up 
similing—even if he didn't have anymore 
teeth' Franklin sure knows how to arrange 
security. Well, it's getting late and I'm sure 
you'd rather see the concert than listen to 
me. 
(Cut back to audience. Cameras focus on 
groups sitting spellbound before giant TV 
screens or huge amplifiers. Jtfassive 
searchlights all around the valley keep 
everything in a weird sort of brightness. The 
Dead are still droning on and on and the 
crowd keeps dancing. Close up on individual 
faces: a naked girl whose eyes are as large 
as the TV screens; a thirteen year-old 
waving a bottle of Seagrams; a teen-ager 
vomitting all over himself a s he gyrates to 
the sound of bass and drums. Back and forth 
the camera lenses sweep, taking in all for 
the viewing public to see. There's your son, 
speeding, his brains out/ There's your 
daughter,' swallowng Quahides and being 
balled by every available maler Oh, and 
there's cousin Bill staggering, clutching at 
his throat as he overdoses on Seconals and 
Colt 45. Meanwhile, every four hours the 
sirens go off and another couple of acres and 
several thousands - tens of thousands - of 
scrambling music lovers are blown to 
Kingdom Come.) 
(Daybreak. Paul Byhoff staggers on to 
center stage, carrying a bong in his left hand 
and a whip in his right) 
Whew. While the Dead take a small break, 
we have some entertainment and some 
news. For your enjoyment we have 
arranged for the Israeli Air Force to take on 
the combined Air Forces of the ENTIRE 
Arab League. Yeahr Dig on this, people" 
You better enjoy it 'cause when that metal 
starts falling out of sky a lot of you ain't 
gonna be around no more* Right, ha, har 
Yeah, dig it. 
(Cut to sky where Phantom jets of the 
Israeli Air Force are tangling with Arab 
^ " ^tepps aj-e exploding .right and lefi 
parachutes" dot the sky. A hush had 
fallen over the survivors of the preceding 
night but as metal rains over the crowd it 
possible to hear screaming and cheering. 
The sirens go off and a flight of B-52s sweep 
in at a low level. Meanwhile, Jimmy CU's 
sanitation units are gathering the bodies and 
the chimneys of the furnace are belching 
forth an evil-smelling black smoke. Soon, 
planes move over the scene chlorinating 
everything and everyone. As the last planes 
are shot down it is evident that the Israelis 
have won. As per their contract they begin 
to bomb and strafe the audience below. As 
their fuel runs out they crash into the crowd 
amidst mkuchjecstatic cheering.) 
(Cut back to Paul) 
All I can say to that is, wuw; And it gets 
better" It gets better' Okay, before the Dead 
come on the breakfast trucks are passing. 
out food and the cargo planes should soon 
begin to drop food so just wait your turn. Are 
you all happy? (a somewhat dazed and 
obviously depleted audience croaks its 
assent). That's nice. We been counting the 
receipts and we sure are happyr That's nice. 
We been counting the receipts and we sure 
are happy" All right, back to the Dead. 
(Yeah, yeah, the Dead ' ) 
< And s o the hours move along and the 
sirens continue to blow and now machine 
guns are being used to keep the crowd off the 
stage and the paratroopers are all grinning) 
(Cut back to Brinkley) -
I'm here once again with - Andrew 
Franklin who is going to explain what's 
happening next. Mr. Franklin? ' 
Franklin: Hm. Well, we're going to blow 
the (^hinnok right out of sky and the Grateful 
Dead won't have to get paid; But mat's only 
a sidelight. Actually, as soon as the Jef-
ferson Airplane goes on the ma|n show gets 
under way. We have brought ten thousand 
black pa jama-clad Viet Cong guerrillas who 
win run.through the crowd screaming 
Yankee Pigs and throwing grenades and 
- satchel charges. All night. C^m^ybumiagme 
what its going to be like out there. You'll 
never know when you're about to get it' 
Brinkley: You've certainly got a weird 
sense of humor. 
Franklin: It's my college experiences 
actually. 
Brinkley: But seriously, are you having 
any difficulties with your staff. Hasn't 
anyone opted out? 
Franklin: Well, we provided a young lady 
to be our bleeding-heart conscience and 
she's doing a good job. 
Brinkley: Well, thank you. Let*s move 
over to Howard K. Smith who is in the 
bleeding-heart bunker with the young 
conscience from Bayridge. Howard? 
(Cut to bunker where Smith is speaking to 
Miss Conscience who is obviously reticent 
and quite embarrassed) 
Smith: Miss Conscience, what have you to 
say about all this? ^^ 
Miss C: I, I, I think itVjust awful. All 
those people who paid money to see a con-
cert. Oh and all mat awful noise and the 
flames and the blood> Oh it's just terrible7 
Miss C: Oh shut UB£j? 
(Cut to crowd and AYpIane. Boring music 
- but. crowd doesn't mind. Many are on then-
knees praying to Gods they had forsaken 
long ago. But it doesn't help as the VC 
perform their jobs effectively and the sirens 
keep going off and now the "Screaming 
Eagles" are searching and destroying all 
around the stage as the TPF wade into the 
crowd with tear gas and riot sticks. "Crown 
•>©** GreatM*^ "We € a » Be Together" 
Castles Burning 
h v T C M I W O T V « / by Ken ax 
NOTE: Anyone driving to SUNY at 
Albany this or next weekend who wants a 
witty humor columnist to share gas and toll 
costs (I'll also go along^with ,,you) please 
contact me by leaving a note at the Ticker 
office. > 
Or, if you can't go this or next weekend, 
just leave your car up at the Ticker office, 
and I'll drive. 
PLEASE NOTE: I want to take this op-, 
portunity to apologize to any member of the 
Baruch Community (?) who was offended 
by my November 14 column. I'm referring 
to the typographical error that substituted 
the word 'thing' for my intended word 
'thigh.' If the awkward context in which this 
error occured gave the column lewd and 
ribald overtones, I apologize. If however, 
you still findtthe column lewd and ribald 
even with the correction, its your problem. 
Quaaluds. Soapers. Luds. You know, that 
funny little pill that gives one the 
sophistication of an extremely mature 
grapefruit^ and the co-ordination of an 
elephant's ballet. ""But then we hear of 
Quaaluds main claim to fame—they make 
you horny. Gosh, fella, if you need a pill to 
make you receptive to sexual stimuli, youse 
in trouble' One other thing to keep in mind— 
altho' Quaaluds will make you horny, it is a 
muscle relaxant. This makesHfbr a rather 
frustrating situation. 
THE SENSUOUS STUDENT 
One of the most important aspects of your 
'messing around' technique that we win 
cultivate is kissing. It is the first base in our 
(Continued on Page 7) 
background for the tham action which 
consists mainly of some millions of spaced 
out kids trying to survive and dance at the 
same time. There are a lot of empty beer 
cans and bottles all over the place and 
sensitive nostrils can easily detect the smell 
of burning cannabis. Eyes bright, arms 
twitching and heads spinning the ground 
shakes -as millions of feet move up and 
down.) 
(Tuesday morning. Cut to Brinkley) 
What a night; what a festival* We've got 
Franklin to give us the inside dope on this 
morning. 
Franklin: Now wait a minute. Don't get 
me mixed up with dope' 
Brinkley: Sorry—just an expression. 
Franklin: Yeah, sure. In any case, this 
morning we have a real threat. The com-
missars in the Kremlin are delivering the 
entire Tater population right to the center 
stage and in front of our survivors and the 
whole world the brained executioners of the 
KGB are going to liquidate the whole bunch. 
While this is going on we are going to play 
tapes of Crosby, Stills and Nash and Young 
singing their "Ohio" song as well as Phil 
Ochs albums. Should be a goody' 
(Cut to center stage where Paul Byhoff is 
assisted onto the. stage by Bobby B and Lee 
Drumstick) 
Oh wow, oh wow. Where am I? Bong' 
Bong' Bring on the Tatersand thanks to the 
Airplane who ain't been the same since they 
turned thirty. We got Sly to bring you higher 
and Cat Stevens to level you off and- John 
Hammond to bring you down so that you'll 
apprecite Wednesday. I wonder if I'll be 
here Wednesday? *v (Cut to long shot of stage as Paul is hauled 
off by Bobby B. Lee Drumstick is still out 
there flailing wildly at the Taters and KGB 
executioners who are landing from Ilyushin 
transports. Crowd laughs appreciatively 
—and-then applauds as Lee is rescued by -
Barry Shalen and Gary Tropper. KGB men 
begin entertaining crowd wim their usual 
good spirits. Lots of applause) 
(Cut to scenes of Free-Fire Zones where 
bodies are stacked waiting for dump trucks. 
Dismfertantis sqah'Ung out of the sky and 
the atmosphere is heavy wim the smefl of -
(Continued on Page 8) 
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Listen to the musicr WBMB 
presents an hour of the Beach 
Boys, 11 a jn . to noon, and Procol 
Harum from 12 noon to 2 p.m. It's 
on WBMB in the Marble Lounge of 
the Student Center and S90 on your 
AM dial: Tuesday November 28, 
1972 (soon to be at 24th and 50th 
Streets too). 
Live Radio Concert from WBMB 
and the Music Department every 
Monday morning, 9 to 10 a jn . Lire 
- On-Campus Orientation Meeting 
for any June .August graduates 
and M,B.A. Candidates interested 
in participating in next term's 
Recruiting Program. The meeting 
will be on December 7, 1972, at 12 
Noon in Room 4 North. 
The Hebrew Club win hold-its 
weekly meeting on Nov. 30 at 12:00 
noon in Room 1105. Prof. Feldman 
from Yeshiva University will 
Radio-.lives-on WBMB, jMarbtospeak on "Hellenism and 
Lounge; Student Center, and 590 on 
all dials. ' 
REMINDER 
Freshmen who did not attend 
large group meetings on October 5 
and October 12, are requested to 
attend on the alternate dates, 
Thursdays, November 30, and 
December 7, 11:30 to 1:30, Fresh-
man Center Auditorium. 
There wilt be no mail reminder 
sent. 
ACCOUNTD4G Society 
Price Waterfaoose & Company 
presents "Computer File 
Analysis" a film on auditing and 
the computer. Date: Thursday 
Nov 30,1972,12-2. Place: Room 114 
(Lecture Hall) 24th St. Building. 
All Students Are Welcome. 
Accounting Statistics students are 
encouraged to attend. 
P.S. Please send in reply cards. 
Hebraism: Then and Now. 
Refreshments will be served. 
Audience participation. 
ATTENTION 
STUDENTS 
MANAGEMENT 
An important meeting of the 
Management Society will be held 
on Thursday, November 30,1972, in 
Room Oil of the 24th Street 
Building at 12:15 pm. All interested 
students are invited to attend this 
m< 
thV Carciaii* Guard, '"wHfe the 
assistance of the Boosters, will be 
selling. POW bracelets in the 
Student Center lobby. Freshmen 
from the 50th Street Bldg. who can 
not get down to the 23rd Street 
Bldg. to pick up their bracelets, 
please look in the announcement 
column of next week's Ticker for 
additional information. 
The Department of Mathematics 
has revised the mathematical 
remedial sequence, effective 
Spring 1973. The courses formerly 
numbered Math 53, Math 61, Math 
62, and Mam 63 will no longer be 
given to day session students. They 
will be replaced by a two semester 
modular sequence—Math 0.1, 
Math 0.2, Math 0.3, and Math 0.4. 
All students with less than 2% 
years of high school mathematics 
who expect to enroll for remedial 
courses next semester and who are 
not in the remedial program this 
semester will be forced to take the 
entire remedial sequence, starting 
with Math 0.1-0.2, unless they take 
the exemption examination. This 
examination will be given 
December 14, 1972 at 12-2 P.M. for 
day session students and at 4-6 
P.M. for evening session students 
in Room 4 North of the 23rd Street 
building. Application forms for this 
examination, as well, as sample 
questions, are available in the 
Mathematics Department offices, 
Room 1510, Main Building, and 
Room 703 at 50th St. 
tooths,: 
For MICHAEL MU1 
If I could 
make a person 
stop— 
for youj 
Michael, 
for a second 
for l e s s -
make him 
realize 
you exist 
make him 
care 
about 
your life 
hor~death 
the last minutes when 
you were alone 
the last minute when 
you were dead; 
if I could 
make a person 
stop "* 
for you, 
the, would you, 
Michael, 
live 
in that person 
in that second 
I forever? 
In Memory Of 
Mike MoHaney 
freshman at Baruch 
who died 
of an overdose 
this Wednesday 
those interested i 
Art Society 
presents 
Candle Making for all 
and Membership Drive 
Nov 30,1972 - Thursday 
Marble Lounge 12:30-2:00 
Refreshments For 
Lamport-Lieader Society -
Invites Everyone To Give Suggestions 
For The Lamport Leader Workshop 
Feb 1-4 Thursday 12-2 Room 803-805 
I 
We Want You 
To come to STUDENT DRAFT COUNSELING If Ton 
Have Any ProMems Or Questions Concerning The 
Draft Room 307A Student Center 
Mon 11-2 Tue 10-11, 12-3 Wed 10-2 3-4 
Thar 10-11, 12-4 Fri 9-10, 11-12,1-3 Lower 
dassm n (women) needed for counselor training 
Come to Room 206 
Freshman Center 
THE WRITERS' COMMUNITY 
Every Tuesday all writers and 
readers are urged to come and 
share their work and »or opinions. 
Room 1101, 5:00—7:00 P.M. 
Scheduled: November 28, Rm H01, 
5:00—7:00 Marshall McLuhan -
Death of Language Development 
of Symbol. 
SALEThursday ,15ovemb5r^8m m 
the Marble Lounge from ten 
o'clock on. Proceeds will be 
donated to Big Brothers. 
New members invited to the 
Political Science and Public 
Administration Society Career 
Conference, attendance is open to 
everyone. 
YAVNEH presents Mrs. Esther 
Jungreis who will speak on 
"Chanukah 1372—An Insight" in 
Judaism today on Thurs. Nov. 30, 
12-2 P.M. in room 1013-14. 
At 6 P.M. all the Jewish clubs 
will co-sponsor Chanukah Menorah 
Candle Lighting and Chanukah 
Party. Singing, Dancing, Dreidel 
Playing, Refreshments. We urge 
that all should attend. 
r 
A 
Chanukah 
Party 
On December 5 
From 5-10 p.m. 
in the Oak and Marbles 
Loeages 
Food and entertainment 
by Sberwoed Goffin 
Contemporary Music Club 
invites all Baruch Students 
and Friends 
to their First HIGH Event 
of the Year 
Nov. 29 , Wednesday Night 
ive Band Free Refreshments 
in the Oak & Marble Lounges 
In The Student Center 
Mona, Lynn, Stuie & Iran 
P.O.W.'S 
/ ,, 
Project 
Begins 
Monday Nov. 27, 1972 
Carolan Guard, assisted by 
Booster's and other peoples, 
will be selling P.O.W. 
Bracelet's in the Student 
Center Lobby 
POW'S NEED OUR 
^ 
V 
AND WENEEDYOU1 
HELP! 
WEAR A POW BRACELET, 
SHOW THEM YOU CARE. 
COILLD 6£- H ° a 
Wednesday, November 29, 1972 TICKER 
- y Phil frank •:-r •<.••..-. ^r.-r * r 
RJMNV. BUT WHENEVER N\XQN IS 
ON TV X CAW NEVER 6HT THB 
FIXTURE PERFECTLY CLEAfc \' 
Castle 
(Continued from Page 5) 
• u 
'ball' game. This chapter shall entail two 
basic parts: The Kiss and Administering the 
Kiss. 
The Kiss 
A kiss as we know is merely nothing divided 
by two. As the situation arises (next part), 
you are to move in and place your lips upon 
those of the young lady in your company. As 
you gain experience, you'll find that you 
won't have to use your hands anymore and 
will be able to place your lips by sight alone. 
Once your lips are adjoined, you proceed to 
press your lips as hard as you can against 
those of your mate. You know you're doing 
good if she writhes and her face turns blue. 
Now there has been some talk going 
around concerning kisses that involve the 
use of one's tongue* .While I am convinced 
« B * ilimi iri—m i r e merely^a UA, I am 
going to include some exercises to aid with 
your tongue dexterity. Why anyone would 
want to put his tongue in anyone else's 
saliva is beyond me anyway, but. 
EXERCIS£ 1: Stand erect and lean head 
first on the nearest wall at a 45 degree angle. 
Now, keeping your body perfectly erect 
proceed to do a push up off the wail using 
only your tongue. Do this 25 times a night 
and within two weeks you will have a tongue 
•that can pierce six thicknesses of carton 
cardboard. 
EXERCISE 2: This one's an easy one. Tc 
increase your tongue's sensitivity you 
merely have to scrape off the dead outer 
surface of your tongue. This should be done 
every other day. A good coarse sandpaper 
or paint scraper will do the job-well. For 
those of you who have a home workshop can 
find excellent results from a wood plane. 
Administering the Kiss 
First thing is to get her in a receptive 
mood. One good way is talking dirty, which 
all girls love. My last column outlined this 
ploy superbly and is* already considered a 
collector's item, (by newspaper recyclers, 
that is). Exposing oneself is frowned upon, 
unless you can't help it. The world's best 
method to get a kiss is as follows: 
When you're ready (both mentally and 
physically) for the big kiss, point to the 
distance while saying with astonishment 
'Hey' Look at that airplane' While she's 
looking frantically for your fictitous plane 
you casually lean over and place your lips on 
her's^ Then P R E S S - She should be easily 
overcome by your charm and finess (unless 
she's Tfvercome from lack of oxygen in-
stead). 
As long as we are on the topic of kissing, 
allow me to nibble on the action and result 
known as the 'hickey*. The Random House 
Dictionary defines "hickey* as "...the im-
pression left from a passionate kiss..." Or as 
Count Dracula puts it: hickeys are 'jus 
right'. To give a hickey is a rather simple 
task—merely kiss the neck of the female you 
are with and, while in the middle of the kiss 
get your teeth around a little bit of neck and 
bite with all your might. Just remember to 
keep your bites small. Those screams you 
hear are those of her ecstacy, so keep biting. 
TICKER 
The Sunni Muslim Student Assoc. Of 
Baruch College Proudly Presents 
A Night Of 
Peace &T Education" 
c< 
In Concert: (Suliman Sand) 
Keynote Speaker 
The McCoy Tyner Quartet 
Askia Muhammed Toure 
Master of Cereminies 
The Ethano -
Modes Mucic Ensemble 
Special Features 
Movies Of Special Interest 
Fiday Dec 1st 1972 - 6 p.m. - 12 mid 
in Baruch Colleges College's Main 
Auditorium At 23rd & Lexington Ave. 
No Cameras Or tape Recorders please. 
Clothes , Jewelry, Paintings, 
Health Foods, will be sold. 
Pre Medical and Biological Science 
Specializations 
1S» 
All Interested See Mr. Kohn, 
Room 408 For f Programming. 
MRflNiAR 
by GARRY FRANK 
Raise your hand if you have ever been disap-
l>ointed by Neil Young's Harvest. You expected 
some poetry and maybe even a little energy—and 
then what you get are potential songs dripping 
with weak4naages and-fortnerraore themostffacid 
attempt at country music since "Springtime for, 
Hitler.'* Sometimes we put Harvest on the box and 
smile and nod. It has a good beat. 
You can put your hand down now. Harvest was 
the number seven largest selling album in the 
world. For a while last year, Neil was up there 
with "Sound of Music" and "Johnny Mathis' 
Greatest Hits" as consistent million sellers world 
wide' It zoomed to the top of the European charts 
so fast that Neil was able to smuggle tons of stuff 
past customs. In Denmark the kids were singing 
"Sink 111 paak etin and buoy a peekup...." 
Still, Harvest was new Neil Young at a time 
gg§|when everybody was strung out for some. So the 
company delayed the album two weeks more than 
announced and drove everybody nuts. Still, it was 
some of Neil's music, and snatches of his sen-
sitivity and dark insights were evident. Was it 
enough to sustain the hoards of critical Neil Young 
fans??? I don't know. One day in a record store 
I'm familiar with, several folks who bought 
Harvest came storming back. They threw the 
copies to the floor and stomped on them shouting 
"Reprise 6317r *' Reprise 6317? '• '•T" 
Last week came out the new Dead and the new 
James Taylor records, and right in between came 
the Neil Young soundtrack for his film Journey 
Through the Past. Not too much information is 
available about the film. It is a self-produced job, 
as far as I know, and quite autobiographical, 
liaise your hand if you agree that it seems slightly 
self-indulgent for Neil to make a movie about 
himself? 
You can put your hand down now. From the 
soundtrack record, enough insight can be gleaned 
to restore anyone's (including mine) faith in Neil's 
talent a ^ outlook; --—Tbjitr* as if -1 really was 
losing it to begin with. 
What the soundtrack gives us are priceless 
moments in rock and roll history, sounds of 
Buffalo Springfield live, rehearsals and outtakes 
never before heard. The songs have almost all 
been heard before in one form or another. But the 
vital and sustaining point about the music on this 
record is that the takes of the tunes on this record 
are so dynamic and so expressive and so damn 
magical that you wonder why something like 
Harvest came off so limp by comparison. 
But how important are these dumb comparisons 
anyway, when the record and the movie brings 
qUge alive the lives and the creative processes of 
one of these rockers who happens to be lucky 
enough to have the resources.... Not only did we all 
know that the cat is talented'—but Journey 
Through the Past shows us his charm. 
The first time you hear Milton Berle <or 
whoever it is) introduce the Buffalo Springfield on 
Hollywood Palace you'll flash back a couple years 
to a time when you were less heavy. There are real 
tennies screaming on these sides and it's good for 
a warm laugh. Next Murray the K (or Milton 
Berle) introduces the Buf Spri as "the 
representatives of the west coast sound'" Then 
they do a powerful "Rock and Roll Woman." It's 
enough to make you run for your Teensets. 
Several of the other rock tones on these sides 
have never been heard before on various albums. 
But the versions here are rough, raw, and have 
more energy than the final products. These ver-
sions-show Neil as the ripping and raunchy guitar 
player he can be. The quiet songs hum with an 
"intenseness" that was conspicuously produced 
right out of Harvest. There are little segues from 
the tunes to Neil as producer in the studio, and you 
listen as he directs his Stray Gators. He conies off 
tremendously likeable, and quite aware of the 
sound and playing he wants. Neil does little 
editorial segues: a neltfire preacher rises out of 
the middle of "Alabama" and after a powerful 
interlude David Crosby's (?) voice offers a direct 
rebuttal. 
Though not to be considered "Neil's New 
Album," this Journey Through the Past does so 
much to reveal -ao-amcn about Neil's life and 
music that was so well obscured by the legends 
and myths and crap put on him in the last few 
years. Neil wijhsoon tour the world. See him here 
about New Years at Carnegie, Madison S. Garden, 
and Naussau Coliseum: FB bet you my copy of 
Harvest that he fills all three. With good sounds. 
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EfiSssS 
a fool of 
himself by believing be lias the right to 
"'"*" to;"""" 
WeH,kids,howhave you liked it? ^ r m y 
Vafiey last^cau0,mmlt ftwar hundred Oroosands of 
fellows have met their maker. And you 
to say ^ kwed- it. Wefl, there are BO more sur-
no more entertainment besides 
event. ^ the music. The 
and the alcohol is nfhning pet and we have 
hoars to go. And yoa blew it : 
bat I Yeah, you Wew it just as we would have 
:^ Asfia^ ajf'.0&B:A,- blown.it if ie|t to ourselves^ But: w^cfidnM: 
ee3
*
EJbai-the- leave it to ourselves. We 
. mto this ti^e yo» to veA4t. Loved it just 
aflr But like we do. It's too bad that tomorrow 
lord it «ver. But tiiat's J
 'hatjyeu didn't end it 
I'd be nulling. Live 
U upv We who are aboi^ to dto sslute yotir 
iio longer experienceing the action 
now |Mu*oiri£ 
yet stiH far away -
I observe what goes on, 
each minute detail. 
My forever tortured mind awakes 
and I have not found the answers. 
Try to take things as they are. 
But a true Poet is not meant to accept. 
"It is Death to be a Poet" 
But I must accept my fate. 
For the muse grows weary 
and time is short. 
I staler 
I, Poet—am alone. 
2S§.3 
';^J^ 
'•S&ZK. 
-Debbi Castellan© 
A small light 
gives me space to write 
this letter to you, friend: 
A cardl>oard stench is in this prison jokers huflt and burnt. 
There?s been a declaration of emancipation, 
thirst* wouds thjrown 
in the sand. 
^mQ^^j;m:«M »:«&&: 
'- *-i*Cr- - ? V ^ ^ E **• 
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Cody and the Lost 
in crowd are 
don't even 
OTes." 
which 
are 
• WHw - HMHMHBVVSSH^M W P ^ ^ ^ 
4^ conference 
on careers 
I squeezed an eyje to watch your sail 
puffed like a wind struck cloud. 
It filled me full and made me sigh 
to know that freer souls than I 
mashed terror between their fists 
and seasoned snacks with his bones. 
And yet, I know the sounds — 
screams wrenched in the rat still night 
mold in the feast bread — 
worms in the walls — 
and yet... 
